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AMTRACT
We publish for the first time a constitutive
Uallace and Straub based on plastic flow data extracted
shocks by Uallace. The data involves strain rates up to
stresses up to 5kbar.
lie interpret the relation
dislocation-kinetics ❑odel.

relation of
!Y m 6061T6 Al
10? and shear
lrlterms of a

INTRODUCTION
Meaningful dislocation modeling of the plastic front of shock
waves has become possi~le in recent years with the achieveme~t of accurate particle velocity and dislocation velocicy ❑easurements . This
work has consisted mostly of fitting the shock velocity profile using a
paramaterized dislocation model an$ $~mputer
hydrodynamics code.
Recently, D.C. Wallace ‘ ‘ devised a rigorous thermodynamic
scheme for weak shocks in solids. This scheme was superior to earlier efforts in that entropy contributions to the ntrezses were included, nonlinear elasticity was treated, and the anisotropy of the stress response
was taken into account. He usad this scheme in ReF. 4 to extract plast{c
constitutive information from the shock profiles of Johnson and Barker .
Th.ts constltut!ve inrormatlon depended only on the thermodynamics and
elasti~ properties and not at all on any dislocation model. Wallace and
Straub assembled the information into a constitive relation. It is the
purpose of this paper to publish the relation for the ~irst time and interpret it in terms of a dislocation kinetics ❑ode!.. Ue explain the
constltutlve relation in terms of the Orowan equation ar;d a dislocation
geaeratlon ❑odel. We also explain why, in this situation, the plastic
strain 1s a State variable to a good approximation.

THE CONSTITUTIVE RELATION
The o n symbols of Fig. 1 show the constiLutive data pl )+.tod
??
in terns of 10 (t’ - t )/ $ and ~ ~, where $ and $ are the offcctive
plastlc sLraln and plast~c
strain rate, l“espectlvely.Also, t’ 1s the effective shear atrene scaled according
to a llnear7pressure and
temperature duperldanceor the shear mdu:us or hlumlnum, G . See Ref. 3
for the deflnltlons of $ and t’ in terms of the tensor quantities. The

Fig. 1. The circles, squares, and triangles are da$a from 21 ,
37, and 69 khr shocks, respectively. The line is an
analytic fit.
line is the Constitutive relation of Wallace and Straub6, given by Eq.(1)
when 8.33 is added to tht’denominator of the r.h.s. :
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where c equals 558. This 8.33 was used to interpolate to lower
strain
rates. Eq.(1) ~s the high strain rate asymptote which we use to study the
high strain rate behavior. In Eq. (l), t’ and to are in kbar and t is
the scaled internal stress given by 1+22.5 V. Tne term 1 is due to”the
and
precipitation hardening of the alloy, which 1s taken as constant,
the other term is due to work hardening or dislocation accumulation.
This expresgl.onwas ootained by 3 straight line fit to the final shock
stresses and strains. See Fig. 2. The fit 1s not prefect, which suggests
that a better t could be found. The data ~rom the three shocks 1its the
constitutive r%latlon remarkably well, which guggegtg that the results
are fairly accurate and that a single dislocation process is In opcrap.ion
for most of Lhe data.

DISLOCATION MODEL
In Fig. 2, t! is usually more than .5 kbar above the internal
stress. This suggests that,the dislocations are running rreely in viscous
~es that round for diamond-lattice maLerlals
gllde. The situation resin
where inltlal dislocation densities were
by Haasen and co-workers
small, the overstress large, and strong dislocation generation occurred.
They found a behavior seen in ECI. (l),: at constant strain rate, the
overstress, 7 - t’ - t , fell with increasing plastic strain s nce lower
dlslucatlon velocltles”were needed whan more dislocations were pre9enL.
baaed on the above ldtraa,we will model $, $, [, and Lhe total
dlslooation dcnslty, N, by comblnif.gthe Orobwnn Eq. (2),
with an equation for dislocation p;eneratlon,Eq. (~). Hare, a 1 di910cAtlons are assumed ❑obile and contr’lbuteto J:
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The squaraa are tV.-daLa.
The circles
and triangles
are t and F values.
The y-axis scale applies
to
F lf”taken
!0 be unltless. The plbses show what
~%alue~ were used in the constltutive
relation.

He used the value 2.86~10-80m
‘ for tI,the Burgers vector length, and a
1s a parameter to bu flttud,
V 1s the average
dislocation
velocity,
which we Lake to be D I= , where L and r) are parameLersm The dot supuraorlpts above denote differenLiatlon with respect to time. Latin we take
c = I ● e the ●ost reasonable choice for freely
motlng dislocations. In
th18 caae, D h~cornes equal to b/B, ~here B, the vlacoslt~
ooefflclent,
was taken Lo b 2.66e-4
dyne-see/cm
, a pure
Al vallle.
See Fig.
b o!’
9
German at.
al.

We solved for N from Eqs. 2 and 3 by eliminating the time clif
ferential between them and integrating on N and $. Tne result,
assuming
the initial N was zero, was:
(2 - 6)(a/b) JTP d$ = N

2-6

(4)

.

This result can be substituted into tl,eOrowan Eqn. and with
further algebra the following equations obtained:
(5)

(6)
where IJis l/[f(2-6) + B]. Eq.(5) is of the same form as the constitutive
Eq.(1) except for the factor F .
Fitting the exponents of Eq.(5) with
those of Eq.(1) results in th[.ufliquevalue 5/3 for d and the relation
c
. Hence, no ❑atter what the right velocity law is,i.e. the value
+ 3 0-4
of c, we learn that dislocation multiplication deperids on the 5/> power
of N. We note that the law found to work in Ge by Haasen and others was K
T V. Our N-term differs, possibly because our sour e density might depend
on the node density of the dislocation network,N‘“~in~teadof
thedisJo~ation line length,
N.
In order to assess the variation of the factor F , we calculated thig quantity along the shock process using the ~-$ dat~ of Fig. 2.
c was set to 1. The results were not sensitive to varying c by .5 or so.
The Taylor factors drop out of the product ~ d~. From the calculated
values of F can be seen that F is usually around one for the points
used to construct the constitutivegrelation , and otherwise varies from
about 2 to .2 or so. This variation of about 10 over the shock process
is much less that the variation of about 1000 of the ordinate of Fig. 1.
Hence, F is constant to a good approximation by comparison and the const!tutlv~ relation (1) hoids to a good approximation except at the
beginning and end of the shock. This means that ~ is approximately a
state variable for the loading
paths encountered here. More generdlly, N
would be used insLead.
As a check on our dislocation
❑odel, we should compare t,hedislocation densities at the end of the shock,calculated ,&y Eq.(4),with
those measured
x eriments of Rhode et. al. ,who found a
‘n ‘he ‘ec0very16 p
density ,N, of about 1.5X1U
after the passage of a 90 bar shock
1P
6061T6 Alum{~Lmn.Eq.(4) predicts densities of about 2.4x1,)b , 6.1x1o
for the 21,37, and 8$lkbarshocks, regpectlvely. Considerln~
and 3.8x1o
that no parameter were adjusted, the present formulation gl!es tolerable
densities, except for the 89kb ,’shock. Me believe that the problem is
due to using an unphysical model for the internal stress, i.e. the exHe have done preliminary Calculations using
presslon 1+2
t , W&l’e
the ❑odel A N?/j for
* ‘or
t . A 1s G b/(2m); the t successfully used by
Haasen and others in 8deling
the diamond-lattice
wgterlals.
It 1s based
on the average stress betwetrnindividual dislocations. Uithout adJusting
any parameters, N for Lho 89kbar shuck was reduced at leaaL an ordor of’
❑agnitude. Further work is underwmy.
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‘q.c Is that of Eq.(1), with the col-

lection of oonstants
faotol , 1s necessary
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Lo account

for

Thq square root of f-2.Cb, the Taylor
polycrygtaline

effects.

We calculated
dislocation
velocities
from
V - (b/B)~, rather
than from the Orobfan equation because the dislocation densiLies were
suspect. The highest velocity found was .3 times the shear velocity,
which is reasonable.

In our model, temperature effects appear in the shear modulus
scaling and in the temperature dependence
of B, w?ich is known to be
roughly linear near room temperature, the initial shock condition. In
Eq.(5), D and thus its T-dependence, occur to the 1/4 pOw2r after
6-513
is used. This constitutes weak T-dependence. Since the temperature increases calculated in Ref. 4 were lesg Lhan 32K for all points used in
the congtitutive relation (except the three end points of the 89kbar
shc~ck,where the increases were about 85K),we can only say that the dislocation mGdel predicts only small temperature effects
and those actually
experienced were not really large enough to test them.

CONCLUSIONS
& have modeled shock loading condition in which ;,hedriving
stress exceeds the internal barrier or frictional stresses sufficiently
co cause the dislocations to run freely
and multiply rapidly. The internal stress or work hardening model ustidhere is very special to the large
overst~ess-sm~ll initial work hardening sltuatlon. For large OverStresses
and stror,g initial work-hardening, the present model should work lf Lhe
to -model is generalized to include stored dislocations.
He thank U.S. D.O.E. for support and D. C. Wallace for making
his notebooks available.
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